Ronnie Won't Run—He Says
Reagan Nixes Second Spot, Too
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Crazy Like A Seal?

Everyone in Nashville thought this guy was crazy to buy a professional football team. Just don't know how many people are going to make a decision to buy a football team, the same thing happens when he's going to make a decision to buy a professional football team.

Enemy Losses Rise
Red Force Shrinks By 2,000 Monthly

Freedom Marchers? Six freedom marchers in Louisiana, completely approved by 450 National Guardsmen.

To Insure Peaceful Weekend
More Guardsmen Set For Louisiana

Rape Suspect Hunt Called Off

WASHINGTON (INS) — Attorney General William E. Hawley said today that the military should be called to help with the rape investigation in the incident at Fort Dix.

U.S. Says War Isn't Stalemated

SAGINAW—Jerry Stahler, the 16-year-old suspect in the disappearance of a 15-year-old girl, has been charged with rape and held on $5,000 bond.

525's Bomb Valley
Gls Kill 22 Congo

SAGINAW—A 16-year-old suspect in the disappearance of a 15-year-old girl, has been charged with rape and held on $5,000 bond.

Army officers have been pressed to prevent their forces from being used in the war.

Congress Critic Hits On Raids

We recognized recently that those who are responsible for the current situation have been responsible.

Raccoon Hits Rigidity
China Policy Chided

ANNAPOLIS, Md.—Secretary of State Henry Kissinger said today that the United States should not be rigid in its China policy.

The Paper That Tells Both Sides

An AP photo by Theron N. Green shows the facade of the White House in Washington, D.C., and the U.S. Capitol.
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The Comfort of Country Living

Furniture with this big, bold look takes a lot of living. Life is fun with this sofa. It gives you the charm of early America with the comfort of "Country Living." Sit down on this sofa and view the relaxing but firm support the dense, pocket wrapped foam cushions give you. The sofa is covered in a soft, white felt fabric to match the floral design we call Country Pumpkin. Be sure to stop in at Evans today and see this beautiful sofa at the low price of...

Colonial Solid Maple

Just one more example of the many remarkable values to be found at Evans Furniture. You've seen the Captiva's Country styling, the warm beauty of the solid maple woods in a soft, hand-rubbed finish. Shop today for these excitingly priced tables. They are sure to be a hit.

OPEN TODAY 9 til 9 SUNDAY 1 til 7

SIMPSON HOTEL MOTEL DELUXE

This famous Simpson Hotel Motel Deluxe was made to the same specifications as by hand in England and made in the United States. The main advantage of this model is that it can be disassembled and reassembled into a small space. This model is made in a small space. This model is made in a small space.

Mountain Chair

Danish Modern Chair

1967 FRIGIDAIRE WASHER

TERMS!

The Best For Your Home, From...

EVANS

Home Furnishings

800 So. Western
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Inez Robb

Loss Of Gems: Incomprehensible
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To Christian Science Meet
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State Editors Say
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Billy Graham

Don't Be A TRUTH!
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Christianity Stirs Conflict

Going To Conference

New Episcopal Show Seeks To Give Quality Viewing

To Christian Science Meet

Youths Going East

BNC To Host Conference

Christian Science
American No Longer ‘That Funny Other League’

Plainsmen Open Loop
Play Against Chicago

Women Set Tourney
Tourney To Open Sunday

Auto Roll-Overs
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Yanks Test
Italy, Spain

Clay Weds Teen
In Muslim Rites

Hess Tied
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Turbo Press
Open Tonight

Bauer Job
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ALL BOX SCORES
BASEBALL STANDINGS
HILL’S 61 NABS LEAD

Gassers Booted
From State Meet

Bartlesville
Hosts State Junior Golf

Callowhams
Drop Call Tilt

Roeat Pawl Dies At Age 79

Guardian
Premium

SPECIALS

WANTED
DEMONSTRATOR SWIMMING POOLS
IN OKLAHOMA CITY AREA

CHEMICALS

AMERICA’S TOUGHEST!
BEHIND PRISON WALLS

COWBOYS End
Football.com

THESE MEN KNOW INSURANCE FROM A TO Z

AMERICAN CRYSTAL
CREST-023

MEN’S INSURANCE COMPANY

ECKTON AUTO SUPPLY

PRO FOOTBALL
CHICAGO Bears

KTOK
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BUY a '67 Gibson today and forget it till.... 1977!

(That's when Gibson's ten-year warranty ends! Now wouldn't you say that any company that has the confidence to guarantee anything for TEN YEARS must build a great product?)

SEE THESE DEALERS

OK FURNITURE TOWN  ED COX APPLIANCES 2344 SW 44th
DOWNTOWN: 301 N. HUDSON  BLOOM-STALTER FURNITURE: EDMOND
TOWN & COUNTRY: 2319 NW 23  HOFFMAN HOME FURNISHINGS: MOORE
ELM TV & APPLIANCES: EL RENO
DISTRIBUTOR
GAS & ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO.
300 NE 34th STREET  OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA  JA B-3551
Kenmore 2-Speed, 3-Cycle Automatic Washers
$178

Silvertone Color Television Powerful 25,000 Volt Chassis
$479

SAVE $60.95 on Either FROSTLESS Model

Berkline

Today at Evans Home Furnishings

The Lowest Price On Quality Recliners

The lowest price ever to watch the doorbell ring and have someone hand over $688.88. You have until $688.88. You can either rock or straight Recliner. Durable and traditional styling from someone you know. $688.88. Save 60% on this Group of Fine Berkline Recliners

Your Choice

Your Choice

Your Choice

EVANS
Home Furnishings
170 S. Meridian